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€3,500 pcm. House / Villa - For rent
Wonderful designer house with sea views for rent in Cullera, Valencia
Spain »  Valencia »  Cullera »  46960

5
Bedrooms  

2
Bathrooms  

390m²
Floorplan
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Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
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OVERVIEW

Exclusive 3-storey designer house with terraces and views
of the bay of Cullera for rent in a residential complex with
swimming pools, sauna, jacuzzi and outdoor spaces.

This magnificent designer house enjoys a privileged location in Cap Blanc, the best
residential community in Cullera. The house is ready to move into and stands out for
its recent renovation, in which high quality materials and furniture of exquisite
design have been chosen. In addition, it benefits from plenty of natural light and
privileged views of the bay of Cullera from every room.

The exclusive residential complex in which it is located offers impressive common
areas such as a heated indoor pool, sauna, jacuzzi and changing rooms; and also
outdoor spaces with tables and sun loungers as well as a small children's pool.
Without doubt, an ideal home for a family, executives and couples.

The space is distributed over 3 floors, all with direct access from the street:

Upon entering the third floor, we find a toilet and a spacious and modern living room
from which you can access a fully equipped kitchen. Both the kitchen and the dining
room have access to a beautiful terrace that offers wonderful views over the bay of
Cullera.

The second floor presents the night area, which includes a master bedroom with a
private bathroom, jacuzzi and dressing room, 2 double bedrooms, a single bedroom,
and a bathroom. Three of the bedrooms have access to the terrace.

Finally, the ground floor comprises the leisure area, where we find a large living
room, a private bar where you can meet with family and friends, and a double
bedroom with sea views and a complete bathroom, which could be used as a guest
bedroom. This level of the house offers access to a wonderful terrace with a jacuzzi.

The house is equipped with heating and air cooling ducts to ensure your comfort
throughout the year.

Contact us to visit this incredible designer house for rent in Cullera.

lucasfox.com/go/valr17242

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming pool,
Indoor swimming pool, Garden, Jacuzzi,
Natural light, Parking, Views,
Equipped Kitchen, Built-in wardrobes,
Air conditioning

Minimum Rental Period: 12 Months.

Available from 1 May 2023
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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